Abstract
Introduction
Many algorithms in Computer Vision concern matching tasks, whose aim is t o find the correspondence between two representations of an object. In the following, we do not discuss matching methods per se, rather the estimation of the transform, or registration. Proposed methods generally relies on a least squares estimation, using for example the singular value denion robustness of that estimation.
There are fewer studies, however, dealing with the precision of the estimated transform, which is our experimental works can be or [HJLZ89] . A theoretiassociated to transforms is introduced in [Kan93] , mainly for the rotational component. In the present paper, our main contributions are: a model of errors in rigid transforms which is not an additive noise, but the composition with an error transform, and a formalism which unifies the handling of the error for the application, composition and evaluation of rigid transforms, in composition (see or the quaterthe case of point-to-point or frame-to-frame correspondences (section 2). a robust method based on this formalism t o estimate both the rigid transform and its associated covariance matrix (section 3)
an a posteriori method to validate statistically the estimated covariance matrix (section 4). the statistical validation of the registration algorithm with both synthetic and real data (3D medical images -section 5).
Uncertainty and frames

Representation of frames
Let B = { O , i , j , IC} be the canonical right-handed orthonormal basis of the Euclidean space IR3 and F = { P , i f , j ' , k'} be another right-handed orthonormal basis (i.e. a frame). The rigid transformation from B to F can be written with homogeneous coordinates The matrix M can also be viewed as the matrix representing the coordinate change from 3 to B.
Let R be a rotation of angle 8 around the unit a x i s n. Using the rotation vector T = On (see [Aya91, PT95]), we can represent the rigid transformation A4 by the six dimensional vector f = ( T , t ) .
We note that f represents both the rigid transformation M and the frame F. Other representations could have been chosen for the rotation, e.g. quaternions, Euler's angles, . . . but f would still represent the same rigid transformation or feature frame. For convenient notation within the text, we will not distinguish between frames and rigid transformations when there is no ambiguity.
Operations on frames
Rigid transformations can be composed, inverted and applied to points. The application of a rigid transformation f to a frame f m is simply the composition f s = f o f m . The compose (operator o), inverse ((-I)) and apply (*) operations of rotation vectors (see 0-8186-7042-8/95 $4.00 0 1995 IEEE [PT95]) can be easily extended t o frames in the following way.
0 Inverse of f = (7.t):
Model of noise
Let f be the genuine representation of a frame and f its corrupted measurement. We model this error as a composition process: f = f o e where e is a small rigid transformation around the identity. Due to the asymmetry of the composition, this right error is more suitable than the left error f = e2 o f ) because el can
Note that this noise model is independent of the representation, and therefore intrinsic. It allows the comparison of errors between different frames and provides a uniform way of modeling uncertainty due to the measurement process. Last but not least, the error is itself a transformation which is more tractable. This is significantly different from the usual additive error model f = f + 6 f , where 6 f has no meaning since the addition or subtraction of frames is not defined, and moreover completely depends on the representation.
Uncertainty representation
Let f = foe be the representation of a probabilistic frame: it is a 6D random vector of probability density p. Its expectation is defined by f = E ( f ) = fp(f)df and its covariance matrix is given by be far from identity (see [P k" 951).
We process the probabilistic frame f as the pair (f,Wj). A common hypothesis is that the noise is without bias, i.e. E ( e ) = Id, which means that f = f .
A probabilistic frame in that case is the pair (f, W j ) and a deterministic frame has a null covariance matrix.
We use for the propagation of covariance matrices the classical first order approximation of Jacobians (see [DW88, ZF921) . Let x be a vector with covariance W, and h a multi-dimensional function acting on 2. The covariance of the vector z = h(x) is, to first order The propagation of covariance matrices through the operations of application, composition and inversion of frames are derived in [PT95].
2.5
In this study, we face a registration problem: the estimation of a rigid transformation (f, W j ) from two sets of matched geometric primitives, here points or frames, and a data fusion problem: the merging of several measures (f;, W f i ) . A unified framework for estimation with uncertainty has been developed using the Extended Kalman Filtering (EKF) in [Ayagl] . We extend this framework to the estimation from frames correspondences in the following sections.
Estimation of a rigid transformation 2.5.1 Estimation from matched points
Assume we have two sets of matched points xi and y;, and what we want to estimate is the transform f and the covariance W f of this estimation. We assume that the errors Sx, and 6y; have covariance WZi and Wyi.
Most minimization techniques, and in particular the EKF, rely on the definition of an error vector zi with covariance W; that should ideally be null for each measure a, and try then to minimize the weighted least squares criterion
The error in this case is the classical difference in po-
and we can use an EKF t o estimate (f, W j ) .
In the isotropic case (say, when W Z i = Wyi = a21d), the criterion reduces t o a simple least squares which can be solved exactly by several techniques (see [Hor87, Aya911). However, there is no covariance associated wit h the transformation found.
Estimation from matched fkames
We now face the following problem. Assume we have two sets of matched frames {fm,} and {fs,) ( m for model and s for scene), transformed one into ailother with a global rigid transformation f such as fs, = f o fm,. We only have access t o their measured values fs, = fs, o ea* and f,,,, = fm, : em, and we want to estimate the rigid transformation f and a covariance matrix Wj based of that estimate.
We assume moreover that we have some knowledge about the measurement process: em. = (Id, Wm,) and
Combining the equations and isolating error, we get
The left side of this equation is our error vector ei = (Id, W,) to be minimized in the criterion
We are using here a particular aspect of our representation for frames: identity corresponds t o a null translation and a null rotation vector. This allows us t o solve this estimation problem using the EKF. The computations needed to linearize the measure equa-
Fusion of rigid transformations
Consider now a set {E;} of measures of the same frame f such as ji = f oei. The goal is to estimate the frame (f, W f ) . If we assume an error ei = (Id, Wi) on each measure, the measure equation is and the corresponding weighted least squares criterion can also be minimized using the EKF.
Mahalanobis distance and x2 test
Considering sets of matched features, we want to sort the matches by saliency and reject outliers in order to improve the robustness of the EKF. Another application of those tools is the clustering of transforms in order t o detect and isolate objects see also different cases. Estimate the transformation (f, W f ) from the matches using an EKF (in decreasing significance order) until the Mahalanobis distance of the matches becomes larger than a predetermined E value (this is the x2 test t o reject outliers).
Estimate the covariance matrix of all features'. Sort matches using their Mahalanobis distance. Outliers are at the end of the list. The process is repeated until convergence, or for a preset maximum number of iterations (typically 5).
Covariance matrix of features
The case of points
Let { x i } and {y,} be two sets of matched points with measured values 2i = x; + 62; and & = yi + 6yi, and an estimate f of the transformation f = ( r , t ) linking them together (yi = f * x i ) -
The error vector z, = 0, -f * P i is, t o first order, zi = by; -r*Sxi if we consider the error in the estimate of f to be small compared with the error on points which should be the case if we have enough matched eatures to estimate it).
Assuming that each measurement error 6 x i and Syi comes from the same (isotropic) process, with covariance W , the covariance on the error vector zi should be 2W. We can then estimate W by
It should be noted that neglecting the error on the transformation leads to an overestimation of W , which is an acceptable condition. 
3.2.2
With the same notations as in the previous sections, and neglecting once again the error on the estimate f of the transformation f , the error is:
The case of frame features Assuming a common underlying process of measurement errors eSi = emi = ( I d , W 
An a posteriori statistical validation
We strongly believe that any estimation method is ultimately statistical. This is why we propose a statistical validation of the estimated covariance matrix associated to the rigid transform, which doesn't requires a ground truth transform, but only assumes that the features used have no systematic bias. Note that our technique can be applied directly to registration based on external marker also.
Description of the method
We consider the registration as a black box, which takes two representations of the same object as input, and gives an estimated rigid transform as output.
Assuming the independence of pairs of matched features, we can subsample the matches in order to get several independent estimates of the searched transformation, and compare them. In particular, we can split the set of matches in two sets and obtain two different estimates of f:
The two transformations should be very close, and we can study their "distance1' e = (f2)(-') o f' = (-')oe' which does not depend of the exact trans-I " orm ) f and should be close to identity.
If matches are randomly subsampled to a fixed number M of matches, in order to conserve the independence and a similar distribution of matches in
space, then the estimation errors e' and e2 follow the same law of covariance W ( M ) . If moreover both the feature extraction and the registration method have no bias2 (this means that E ( e l ) = E ( e 2 ) = I d ) , then we can derive that the measured error e has a covari-
ance W e ( M ) = 2W(M).
Repeating the experiment with several homogeneous sets of matches, we can estimate the covariance matrix of the estimation of f from M feature matches with
Validation of covariance estimates
This method is also used to validate our estimation scheme. We compute the two estimates f' and f 2 , along with their covariance matrices, and then the error e and its predicted uncertainty Wepved. The best way to see if the measured values of e are compatible with their predicted uncertainty is to use the Mahalanobis distance of ( e , WePve,) with identity.
Requirements about the number of features used to compute f 1 and f 2 can then be removed. If the covariance estimation is perfect, then the expected value of p2 is 6, the dimension of the transformation space.
We use then several sets of matches and estimate the expectation by the average value:
and characterize the adequation of the predicted uncertainty of the estimated transform with the a posteriori measured values by the validation index This index gives indications about how the estimation method under-estimates ( 1 2 > 1) or overestimates (12 < 1) the error on the estimated transform. It is a kind of relative error on the error estimation.
In the case of synthetic data with a known transformation f l a direct validation index I1 can also be computed from the error
since by definition the transform estimation is f ' = f o e .
Experiments
We present now the validation of our transform estimation algorithm, first for simulated data, and then for real 3D medical image registration.
2The absence of bias for the registration process can be verified on synthetic data, and simple tests can be devised to estimate the feature extraction bias.
Synthetic data experiments
We use a Gaussian error distribution for the positions and the orientations of the feature frames with the same covariances and number of features as for the real experiments (see table 1 ). This shows a very good fit of the prediction for frames and a slight underestimation for points. We obtain similar results with a uniform bounded distribution of noise.
Corner RMS I 4 1 1 2 Points II 0 .120 mm I 1.175 I 1.18
Frames I] 0 . l o ( mm 1 0.966 1.025 We also compared the point based and frame based registrations (see figure 1) : using frames can then lead to a important improvement in precision, more sensible when the number of matches decreases, and/or with an increasing ratio c~d / o g . 
Real data experiments
We present results from an experiment performed using 3D Magnetic Resonance images (MRI). The images come from the Brigham and Women's Hospital (courtesy of Dr Ron Kikinis), and are part of an extensive study of the evolution of the Multiple Sclerosis disease. The same patient get a complete 3D MR examination several times during one year (24 3D acquisitions with a voxel size of 1 x 1 x 3"): corresponding slices of different 3D MRI are presented in figure 2 and their differences in figure 3. The matching algorithm is described in (Thi941 and we present here the accuracy obtained by our registration algorithm. Frames are based on the extrema1 points, defined from differential geometry properties (see IThi93]), with their associated principal curvature hire6tions and surface normal as trihedron.
Results
We find a typical boundary RMS error of 0.13 mm, which is far below the resolution. The The validation index is I2 = 1.094, which validates our algorithm for real data. The registration is enough precise to allow us to visualize, for the first time, the dynamic effect of the lesions on the surrounding brain tissues. With that level of accuracy, improvements can only be obtained through deformable registration.
Conclusion
We have developed a new formalism to handle uncertainty for rigid transform evaluation, which consider simultaneously rotation and translation, and which consider residual errors as transforms, and not as an additive noise. This leads to new formulae for the equations of measures which are used within the Extended Kalman Filter framework to evaluate both the transform and its covariance matrix, in the case of 3-D points or 3-D frames matches. This unified formalism is used to elaborate a robust estimation algorithm that reject outliers. In the future, we intend to use it for matching and clustering. We also provide a precise way t o validate the predictions of our registration scheme. A practical result is to show that, in the case of 3D medical images, a precision of the registration far below the voxel size can be achieved.
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